Plant Closed

D&W FINE PACK, LLC
1100 Schwab Rd. in Hatfield, Pennsylvania 19440

THURSDAY
OCTOBER 17th at 10AM EDT

INSPECTION: DAY PRIOR TO AUCTION FROM 9AM - 4PM

(20) CINCINNATI MILACRON, HUSKY, FORTUNE & NIIGATA Plastic Injection Molders

(70+) POLYTRUDER, WELEX, FIKE, NRM & OTHER Plastic Extruders

GALLAND-HENNING Aluminum Briqetter

(40) Knife, Fork, & Spoons Cutlery Molds

ONAN 45 Genset

(22) HYSTER, YALE & NISSAN Forklifts to 10,000-lbs.

Large Assortment of Electrical Equipment & Motors to 125-HP

NIAGARA 52" x 3/16" Power Shear

(20) TELEDYNE PRECISION FLEXOPRESS, 3PM & BLISS PRESSES TO 60-Tons

(231) HOURS

NIAGARA 52" x 3/16" Power Shear

(126) Sections of Tear Drop Pallet Racking

LARGE SCRAP OPPORTUNITY

Bid In-Person or Online with Bidspotter.com

MYRON BOWLING AUCTIONEERS, INC.
www.myronbowling.com

CINCINNATI INDUSTRIAL AUCTIONEERS
cia-auction.com

BidSpotter.com
(20) CINCINNATI MILACRON, HUSKY, FORTUNE & NIIGATA PLASTIC INJECTION MOLDERS

(2) CINCINNATI MILACRON VH 400-54 Injection Molding Machine

(2) CINCINNATI MILACRON T300-20 Injection Molding Machines

CINCINNATI MILACRON 440-54 Injection Molding Machines

CINCINNATI MILACRON 440-41 Injection Molding Machine

(5) HUSKY XL-300 RS Injection Molding Machines

(2) HUSKY T-388-RS & T-388-PH Injection Molding Machines

(70+) POLYTRUDER, WELEX, FIKE, AKRON-MILACRON, NRM & OTHER PLASTIC EXTRUDERS

(2) CINCINNATI MILACRON 440-41 Injection Molding Machine

GALLAND-HENNING Aluminum Briquetter
TELEDYNE PRECISION FLEXOPRESS, SPM & BLISS PRESSES TO 60-Tons

APPLICATION ENGINEERING Chiller Units

THERMALCARE Chiller System

GRANUTEC TFG1616-40 Granulator

AEC Chiller System

(2) LR SYSTEM Blenders & (4) Bin Stations

(3) Towers w/ WHITLOCK Vacuum Locks

(3) CONAIR Flex Clean Vacuum Inducers

(9) Vacuum Pumps w/ Inline Resin / Dust Filters

SEPRO MPA-II-P Control

LOGEMAN Single Ram Hydraulic Briquetter, Model 1212, S/N 14952


BIQUETTER

GALLAND-HENNING Dual Ram Aluminum Briquetter, Martin-Manetta, No. 500011, PLC Control, (4) Dust Container Collectors, Hydraulic

CUTLERY MOLDS

(40) Cutlery molds - Fork, Knife, Spork, Various Style Spoons

INJECTION MOLDERS

(6) CINCINNATI MILACRON Injection Molding Machine, Models VH 400-54 • 440-54 • 440-41 • T300-20

(8) 1990/91 HUSKY Injection Molding Machines, Models XL-300 RS • T-388-RS • T-388-PH • RS85/70

(3) FORTUNE Injection Molding Machine, Model VR-450, S/N LP-1128

(2) NIIGATA Injection Molding Machines, Model NN-385H-4000

EXTRUDERS

(6) POLYTRUDER Plastic Extruders, Most 2-1/2“ Capacity, Maquaire Precision

(3) DAVIS-STANDARD Mark V Plastic Extruders, Models 2-1/2-M-5, MV-25iN25, 2-1/2“ Cap., 75-HP, Maquaire Digital Controller

2000 AKRON-MILACRON Pak 250 Plastic Extruder, 2-1/2“ Capacity, S/N X56A0100016

(10) NRM Pacemaker Series 2-1/2“ and 3-1/2“ Plastic Extruders

(10) WELEX & MPM Plastic Extruders, Most 2-1/2“

FIKE Plastic Extruder, (3) Barrell Zones, (2) Die Zones, MPI MAQUIRE Precision Digital Controller

PRODEX Plastic Extruder, Model 240F-24

PRODEX Straw Extruder, 3‘ Hopper

(3) Special Plastic Extruders, Model 813Y17, Size VEXC350, 1,750-RPM, 11.4 Ratio, 44.3 AGMA HP Rating Plastic Extruder, 4.2‘ Hopper

(2) Plastic Extruders

(22) Vertical Stripping Extruders, Various HPs, Caster Tri-Stands

NELMOR Vertical Single Screw Extruder

(8) THERMOPLASTICS 1250 & 1250-B Vertical Stripping Extruders

(5) THERMOPLASTICS 73125-10 Striping Extruders

BRIQUETTER

GALLAND-HENNING Dual Ram Aluminum Briquetter, Martin-Manetta, No. 500011, PLC Control, (4) Dust Container Collectors, Hydraulic

PRESSES

PRESSES


BLISS 58-Ton Press, 24.5“ x 24.5“ Punch Opening, 2.5“ Slide Adj., 8“ Stroke, 13.5“ Shut Height Over Bed, 35“ x 32“ Bed Area, Clutch & Brake DRO

30-Ton Press, Heated Platen, 5“ Ram

CUTLERY MOLDS

(40) Cutlery Molds - Fork, Knife, Spork, Various Style Spoons
GE, BALDOR, US & OTHER MOTORS TO 125-HP • ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT – BUSS BAR, BREAKERS, CONDUIT, SWITCHES, WIRE, CUTOFFS, JUNCTION BOXES, SWITCHBOARDS, CONTROL PANELS & MORE

TOOLROOM & INSPECTION
CLAUSING COLCHESTER & CLAUSING Gap Bed Engine Lathes
KO LEE 3630 Tool Sharpeners
JOHNSON Model J & KALAMAZOO Model P42 Horizontal Bandsaw
WALKER-TURNER Vertical Band Saw
(4) CINCINNATI & BRIDGEPORT Vertical Mills
(4) DOALL, POWERMATIC, MSC & DELTA Vertical Drill Presses
ENERPAC & RODGERS Hyd. H-Frame Presses to 25-Ton
SUNNEN Precision Hone
10" x 10" Butterfly Table Router
MILWAUKEE 14" Cutoff Saw
BALDOR 10" Disc Sander / 2" Belt Sander
BETA Lasermike, Model 283-10
ROCKWELL Hardness Tester - MITUTOYO Multi-Point Checker & Mu-Checker • Digi-Gauge Height Checker • Parallel Blocks • Angle Blocks • Saddle Blocks • Granite Surface Plates

FABRICATING
NIAGARA 52" x 3/16" Mild Steel Power Shear, No. 64
CHICAGO 49" Manual Finger Brake, Model BFO-414-6
DI-ACRO No. 2 Manual Arbor Punch, 12"

MOTORS & ELECTRICAL
(15+) Electric Motors to 15-HP • Piston Motor
Buss Bar - 400 AMP & 3,000 AMP, 3-Wire / 3-Ph, 4-Ph, 20', 70', 80' & 90' Sections to 350'+/- Overall Lengths, 2,3,4,5,18 & 35 Plugs

PLASTIC SUPPORT
AEC Chiller System, Variable Temp. Control, Toshiba MCC DRO, (2) Chillers
APPLICATION ENGINEERING Chiller Units, Model S-190E- CB
THERMICAL Chiller System GRANUTEC Granulator, Model TFG16-40, 5-Knife, Davis Standard Gear Box
(2) LR SYSTEM Blenders, (4) Bin Stations, Model WSB-1000, BIELER DRO
(10+) Blenders & Media Top & Auger Feeders
(3) Towers w/WHITLOCK Vacuum Locks
(10) Vacuum Pumps - GARDNER DENVER & WHITLOCK • Dust Waste Canisters, AEC WHITLOCK Debris Canisters to 20-HP
Pressure / Vacuum Loading System - (3) CONAIR Flex Clean Vacuum Inducers, (4) 30-HP Motors, Duromax Rotary Positive Blowers, Electrical Control, Timer
(8) Vacuum Pumps w/PREMIER & CONAIR Inline Resin / Dust Filters
PULSATRON Electronic Metering Pumps
(3) CONAIR Material Purge Towers
LR SYSTEMS Dual Purge Bin Tower
(3) PREMIER Aluminum Bin Surge Tower
Power Arm w/SEPRO MPA-II Programmable Control
Polymer & Solo Auger Plastic Feeds
(3) TEC Rotary Separators
Tumblers
(5) Feed Hoppers

SHIPPING / PACKAGING
2007 LANTECH 80" Dia. Rotary Stretch Wrapper, Model Q1000, Power Roller Conveyor, AB Panelview Plus DRO
LANTECH 65" Dia. Rotary Stretch Wrapper, Model Q-390, V/S
2005 PTR Baler/Compactor, Model 3400HD
Horizontal Hyd. Straw Baler • (10+) Straw
PTR 3400HD Baler/Compactor

(2) LANTECH Q1000 & Q-390 Rotary Stretch Wrappers

INTELLI Feed Systems & Sorters

(2) AMERICAN Electric Impulse Food Sealer

Horizontal Hydraulic Straw Baler

(12) Straw Wrappers

(12) Dual Liquid Pressure Pass-Through Straw Vessel Assemblies

BT Prime Mover 4,000-lb. Stand-on Reach Truck

(3) CLUB CAR Golf Carts

(4) TAYLOR DUNN & CUSHMAN Personnel Carts

DODGE Ram 2500 HD 4X4 Pickup Truck

100' 5-Ton Monorail Trolley Crane

(9) 1-1/2 Ton x 18' Underhung Single Girder Bridge Cranes

TRON K PREMIER Prorate Hopper System

(2) JLG 500-lb. Electric Scissor Lifts
Label Printers
ZEBRA
OHAUS
Adventurer Pro Digital Gram Scale
Other Digital Platform Scales
(10+/-) METLER-TOLEDO, RICELAND &
Corrugated Boxes
Banding Carts
SIGNODE
Bagging Tables
(9) PACEMAKER
2-Level Custom Pneumatic Sorter
Feed Systems & Sorters
INTELLI
Sealer
(2) AMERICAN
Electric Impulse Food Assemblies, Conveyors & Parts
(13) Tape Feed Machines • Tape Feed
Assemblies, Conveyors & Parts
(2) AMERICAN Electric Impulse Food Sealer
INTELLI Feed Systems & Sorters 2-Level Custom Pneumatic Sorter
(9) PACEMAKER Bagging Tables
SIGNODE Banding Carts
(10+/-) METLER-TOLEDO, RICELAND &
Other Digital Platform Scales
(9) Top & Bottom Feed Uncoilers
(13) HYTROL 20” x 46” Power Conveyors
(14) Shuttle Assemblies
(126) Sections of Tear Drop Pallet Racking
Large Assortment of Bearings, Seals, Belts & Spare Parts
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126 SECTIONS
TENANT T20, T15 & 6600 Floor Sweepers/Scrubbers
FORKLIFTS
(20) 2014-2007 HYSTER & YALE Forklifts to 10,000-3,000-lb. Capacity LPG, Most units have a 3-Stage Mast & Sideshift
8T Prime Mover 4,000-lb. Stand-on Reach Truck, Model RR48T, 4’ Back Tilt, 180’ Lift Height, Dual Wheel Outriggers, 24V
(2014 CLUB CAR Golf Carts, 4-Passenger, Lift Kit, 36 & 48-Volt w/Charger
(4) TAYLOR DUNN & CUSHMAN 3-Wheel Electric Personnel Carts
(4) Forklift Man Baskets
EXIDE, LINDE & Other 24V Battery Chargers
CRANES
100’ 5-Ton Monorail Trolley Crane, Harrington 5-Ton Electric Chain Hoist, Challenger 3 Digital Hoist Scale
(9) 1-1/2 Ton x 18’ Undershung Single Girder Bridge Cranes
(2) rails Per Bridge @ 19’ - Electric & Manual Chain Hoists
18’ x 19’ Free-Standing 1-1/2 Ton Bridge Crane w/1-1/2 Ton Electric Chain Hoist
(2) SPANCO 3-Ton & 2-Ton Rolling Gantry Cranes w/hoists
Free-Standing 2-Ton Jib Crane 1-Ton Rolling Gantry Crane, 1-Ton Manual Chain Hoist, 88” x 88” Window
MATERIAL HANDLING
TRON K PREMIER Prorate Hopper System w/Prorate DRO, Displacement Hose Assembly, Weintek Displacement DRO
(250+/-) Sections of Tear Drop & Bolted Pallet Racking
(2) JLG 500-lb. Scissor Lifts, Model 1932 EZ, Solid Non-Marking Tires, 24V, 19’ Platform Height
DYNA-CON & HYTROL Power Conveyor • HYTROL, TEC & Other Power Incline Belt Conveyors • Power Chain Conveyor w/Diamond Plate Floor, 3’ x 16’ • (5) Accordion-Style Portable Roller Conveyor • Conveyor Parts
6,000-lb. 2-Position Spreader Beam • Die Openers & Spreader Lift Bars • Machine Skates • Hyd. Toe Jacks • ENERPAC Hydraulic Unit
Portable Hyd. Power Unit for Lifting Rams, Norco 3-Stage / 2-Position Manual Valve, (7) Ram Jacks
Transfer Carts • Barrel Carts • Pallet Jacks • 2-Wheel Dollies
TRUCK
DODGE Ram 2500 HD 4X4 Pickup Truck, 61,182 Miles, Automatic, Plow Kit w/Cab Control, Long Bed
(5) TENNANT Floor Sweeper/Scrubbers CYCLONE Abrasive Blast Cabinets
(9) Universal Cutter & Flange Machines
TECHNE IFB 52 Industrial Fluidized Bath Unit
THERMOLYNE Type 6000 Bench Top Furnace
GRIEVE Lab Oven, Model LR-271C
(39) Assorted Types of Universal Cutter & Flange Machines - Some w/VFDs, Inverters
(2) MOVINCOOL Classic Plus 4 Portable A/C Units
Transformers
EZ LOAD Top Uncoilers • Bottom Feed Uncoilers
Heavy Duty Steel Racks & Coil Racks
CONTRIX Controls
TOSHIBA Tosvert-130 Transistor Inverter
GUARD AIR Vac Gun
(8) Waste Barrel Spill Platforms • Large Flammable Waste Cabinet • Oil Tank •
Pumps • Spill Containers
GOODWAY Barrel Vacuum
(5+) SAFETY KLEEN Parts Washers
(14) Shuttle Assemblies, Some w/Leeson V/S Drives
(2) Cantilever Racks & (2) Steel Rails w/Conduit & Shafts
Cantilever Racks w/Square & Bar Stock & Diamond Plate Floors
LARGE SCRAP OPPORTUNITY
Numerous Cabinets & Shelving w/Support Tooling • Vises • CHALLENGE 18” x 4” Rotary Table Attachment • Rotabits • Tools • Seals • Dies • Collets, 5-Ton Arbor Presses • 15” 4-Jaw Chuck
Hardware Bins • Bin Racks • Rolling Toolboxes • Stackable Parts Drawer Bins • Flammable Storage Cabinets • HD Steel Cabinets • Metal Cabinets • Cabinet • Butcher Block Tables & Benches • Ladders • Fans • (40+) Trash Cans • (10+) Pneumatic Hose Reels • Saw Horses • Safety Harnesses • Semi-Automatic External Deburrers • Safety Barriers
(20) Skids of Bearings
OFFICE
Big Supply of Office Furniture - Lobby Furniture • Break Room Chairs & Benches • Desks • Lateral Cabinets • Tables • Supplies • Printers • Copiers • Shredders • Much More
Machinery removal is the responsibility of the buyer. All equipment must be removed in accordance with the specific auction timeline and terms of sale. See the specific auction web page for details. Anyone (rigger or buyer), using a powered vehicle to remove items must have a certificate of insurance on file with Myron Bowling Auctioneers in the amount of $1,000,000.00. Item removal generally begins at the conclusion of the auction and after payment in full is received by cash, wire transfer, or company check (if approved by the auction company or bank letter of guarantee). All checks should be made payable to Myron Bowling Auctioneers. Taxes will be charged unless you have provided a proper written exemption from your state.